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KickSat -- Your personal spacecraft in space!
An Open Hardware project in Ithaca, NY by Zachary Manchester • send message

ABOUT THIS PROJECT

Would you like to have your own spacecraft in space?

I'm Zac Manchester, a graduate student in Aerospace Engineering at Cornell
University. Over the last several years a few collaborators and I have
designed, built, and tested a very tiny and inexpensive spacecraft called Sprite
that can be built and launched into low Earth orbit for just a few hundred dollars
each!

The Big Picture

My goal is to bring down the huge cost of spaceflight, allowing anyone from a
curious high school student or basement tinkerer to a professional scientist to
explore what has until now been the exclusive realm of governments and large
companies. By shrinking the spacecraft, we can fit more into a single launch
slot and split the costs many ways. I want to make it easy enough and
affordable enough for anyone to explore space.
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You can find out more about the Sprite concept here:

spacecraftresearch.com

And from the following articles:

popsci.com

news.discovery.com

spectrum.ieee.org

centauri-dreams.org

The Sprite Spacecraft

Sprites are the size of a couple of postage stamps but have solar cells, a radio
transceiver, and a microcontroller (tiny computer) with memory and sensors -
many of the capabilities a bigger spacecraft would have, just scaled down.
This first version can’t do much more than transmit its name and a few bits of
data - think of it as a shrunken down Sputnik - but future versions could include
any type of sensor that will fit, from thermometers to cameras.

KickSat

PROJECT BY

Zachary Manchester
 Ithaca, NY
Send Message

Zac Manchester is a Ph.D. student in Aerospace
Engineering at Cornell University and president
of Cornell SEDS (Students for the Exploration
and Development of Space). He has worked on
the development of small spacecraft like Sprite
for the past three years and is passionate about
the democratization and expansion of access to
space.

spacecraftresearch.com
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KickSat is a CubeSat - a standardized small satellite that we can easily launch.
It is designed to carry hundreds or even thousands of Sprites into space and
deploy them in low Earth orbit. The Sprites will be housed inside KickSat in
several spring-loaded stacks and held in place by a lid.  A radio signal
transmitted from our ground station will command the lid to open, releasing the
Sprites as free-flying spacecraft.

The Mission

After the Sprites are deployed from KickSat, we will track them and record their
radio signals using a worldwide network of amateur ground stations to
demonstrate their communication capabilities. We will also gather data on how
long the Sprites stay in orbit and how well their electronics hold up in the harsh
space environment.

Because we will only launch KickSat into a low-altitude orbit, we can
guarantee that all of the Sprites will re-enter the Earth's atmosphere within a
few days or weeks, leaving no trace of space debris. KickSat itself will last
somewhat longer, but should burn up in the atmosphere within a few months.

How Your Money Will Be Used

I need your help to put as many Sprites into orbit as possible to demonstrate
that they can be safely launched and operated. A minimum fundraising goal of
$30,000 (that's 100 people sponsoring one Sprite each) will allow us to build,
test, and integrate all the hardware for KickSat and the Sprites.

As soon as funding is in place, we'll apply for a free launch through several
programs, such as NASA's ELaNa CubeSat program. While we are not
guaranteed a free launch, there are many such opportunities each year and I
believe this project has enough technical appeal and value to NASA to
compete with anything out there.

If at least 400 spacecraft-adventurers sponsor Sprites, we'll be able to use the
additional funding to purchase a commercial launch, which will help ensure us

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cubesat
http://www.genso.org/
http://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/centers/kennedy/technology/elana_feature.html
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a ride into space and allow us to get there sooner than we could relying on a
free launch - by early 2013 if all goes well.

If at least 1000 space pioneers join us by sponsoring Sprites, we'll be able to
dramatically improve and shrink our design by getting custom microchips
made. If we can do that, then costs could be driven down so that every school
or even every school child could one day have their own spacecraft to explore
the solar system.

Getting Involved

Every donation counts! Anyone who makes a pledge of any amount will have
their name listed on our website as a backer, while anyone pledging at least
$25 will get their name printed on one of KickSats panels, and anyone
pledging at least $75 will get their own replica (non-functioning) Sprite as a
souvenir. 

With a donation of $300 or more, you will be sponsoring the launch of a single
Sprite which you can call your own. You'll be able to name it and specify the
short message (for example, your initials) that it will transmit. You'll also be
able to see its position updated on KickSat.org as it flies over a network of
amateur ground stations.

For a donation of $1000 or more, you can request a Sprite development kit,
including a fully functioning Sprite with all schematics, source code, and
programming tools so that you can write your own flight code. You'll also
receive a step-by-step guide explaining how to receive and deconvolve the
radio signals from the spacecraft if you want to set up your own ground station
in addition to using the KickSat.org mission control website.

Donate $5000 or more and you can have a personal VIP tour of Mission
Control in Ithaca. I'll show you how KickSat and the Sprites were built, and you
can be present when The Big Red Button is pressed to deploy the Sprites.

Want to press The Big Red Button? There can be only one, so the first person
who donates $10,000 or more gets to press it!

Sprite Fleets

http://kicksat.org/
http://kicksat.org/
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Are you a member of a club, society, or group of friends who would like to
deploy a fleet of Sprites into space together from KickSat? You can have your
group's logo on all the Sprites in your fleet (souvenirs and flight units) and we'll
list your names together with your logo on the backers page of our website.

To start a Sprite fleet, one person from your group should email the name of
your fleet to fleet@kicksat.org. I'll follow up with that person at the end of our
kickstarter campaign to get your fleet logo. Here are the currently registered
fleets:

    1) The British Interplanetary Society (BIS)

To sponsor a Sprite as part of a fleet, simply make a pledge at the $300 level
or higher, then send an email to fleet@kicksat.org with your name, donation
amount, and which fleet you want to join.

Let’s kick-start the personal space age!

I look forward to welcoming you to this very select group of space pioneers! If
you have a question about KickSat or the Sprite spacecraft, please post it in
the comments section and I’ll get back to you with an answer.

What better way of showing off your uber-geek credentials than having your
own spacecraft? This could be the perfect holiday gift this year for the geek
who has everything or the child who dreams of exploring space. You can make
that dream a reality!

Thank You!

FAQ

Aren’t you going to create a lot of space debris doing this?

If I donate enough to receive a developers kit can I really fly my own code?

http://mailto:fleet@kicksat.org/
http://www.bis-space.com/
http://mailto:fleet@kicksat.org/
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Report this project to Kickstarter

© 2011 Kickstarter, Inc.

ASK A QUESTIONHave a question? If the info above doesn't help, you can ask the
project creator directly.

Help Guidelines Terms of Use Privacy Policy Contact

Do I need to pay for my own travel arrangements if I donate enough for the
VIP tour or press The Big Red Button rewards?

How do I name my Sprite and specify my initials for it's radio transmissions?
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